CALENDAR
FRIDAY
4:00 P.M. Dramashop Tryouts, Room 7-190.
5:00 P.M. Men's Social Smoker, North Hall.
8:00 P.M. Dormitory Freshman Dance, Main Hall, Walker.
SATURDAY
1:00 P.M. Chess Club Meeting, East Lounge.
2:00 P.M. First Fall Formal Race—Stallion Pavilion.
SUNDAY
2:00 A.M. Judas Cavales More Rock One Hour.
2:00 P.M. Formal Race—Stallion Pavilion.
5:00 P.M. M.I.T.F.A.A. Meeting, East Lounge.
MONDAY
5:00 P.M. THE TRASH SKEE—Faculty Dining Room.

THE TECH
Shop talk! Upon receiving the required information he selected and placed out of the room without waking his friends. Therefore, Course XV men, take warning that you will soon receive a memorable Communication.

Intermissions on Program
One of the recurring peculiarities about freshmen is that they eat. This is hardly noticed by the usual type of campus life, because it is not the sort of a habit to make one stand out in a crowd, but we have on frequent occasion noticed one freshman retaining, in another "How Madam let's us eat complete?:". And then he would moredepart supposedly for the purpose of consuming nourishment.

Believing that this year's crop of men will probably think themselves in the same predicament occasionally, we might restrict a few comments upon the relative merits of the nearer dining areas.

Jake is, of course, the first. The great, the sublimely sublime, Om- la (or Larry) shoal. We extort, of course. Speak of the food because every time we do the dining service complains because we didn't mention it before. But then they forget that the新版es in a lath bar were also apolitical; we neglected to mention the Special Student Special Thursday morning with Special feature only 25 cents to Tech freshmen, all others a quarter.

But Walker gives you more with your meals. Walker will try to give for the price of a breakfast, provided you care to know. Frankly, we don't comprehend how you can make out on this, but Walker has balances on the books. In the evenings, Walker is convinced, Walker has you with his chow. Tech men and how to keep them satisfied are our problems as such. We are embarrassed enough to really lose money by it. Walker's for some reason or other serves larger portions on the sides of the rice than on the fish. Others also have no unusual advantages or, when you get tired of Walker you go to Walker and when you get tired of Walker's you come back to Walker. The Walker workings here, are the most uncertain of this.

They think that they have a heart.

The Freshmen who are not able to keep and make up the corresponding establishment of the bo nite on every campus only see the fact, and that the campus is a good place to have your hair cut and you are very high on the list of those who are interested.

For sorrowful spirits. Several people and you don't have to put them back in the rack when y'll're through eating. The good manners are kept behind the counter, so you are not a good customer, and no one is interested in your state, you are probably left to see them on your own. The bad manners, the same, but probably have more

The Drug Store has a very deep, wide, staff, who take Tech men as they will. You can buy everything from spinach fish to plan your days. A typical drug store with appropriate modifications.

FOR跟踪 Your Notes Offline also "Virginia's Basset" is the advent of a very big dogs. A small dog barks to the detriment of the bigger dogs.

FRESHMEN

... YOU CAN'T APPRECIATE

Life at the Institute without participating in an activity.

We would like to suggest THE TECH as one of the most alive and most interesting of activities.

If you are interested why don't you come to . . .

THE TECH SMOKE

* MONDAY, OCTOBER 3, at 5:00 P.M., in
The FACULTY DINING ROOM of WALKER
or visit THE TECH OFFICES
Room 3, Walker Memorial,

THE TECH returns to Boston for its Fifteenth Season of Symphony

All college students in Connecticut and Rhode Island will be glad to know that a Symphonie orchestra has been reported around the edge of Massachusetts and Connecticut. As it appears, the proposed subscription sale of tickets for the first season, that the number of titles to be published by the Boston Symphony for the composition of the orchestra is limited, has been sold last year.

Student Interest High

Among the subscribers a great interest of students are to be found. Many wantons, and nearly every mid-winter dance is well represented among them.

WILBUR—Last Week

THE LAUGH-HOSSY TO "BROTHER RABBIT"
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"You're Daily Toothpaste"

RAISINS NUTS, WED. & SAT.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 1,

4:00 P.M. New York Symphony Hall for someplace; and greater Boston the sort...for someplace. And then he went and bought the bundle. Here'll come for the bundle. He'll.
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